
 

 

What is life for? The art of living, an explanation, and an apology  
 
by Marc Fasanella 
 
For my son Michael • may you gain some wisdom and guidance from the thoughts below, 
 

Apart from the desire to produce beautiful things, the leading passion of my life has been and is hatred of modern 
civilization.  What shall I say concerning its mastery of and its waste of mechanical power, its commonwealth so 
poor, its enemies of the commonwealth so rich, it’s stupendous organization – for the misery of life!  Its contempt 
for simple pleasures which everyone could enjoy, but for its folly?  Its eyeless vulgarity, which has destroyed art, the 
one certain solace of labour? Think of it! Was it all to end in a counting house on the top of a cinder heap? 
 William Morris 

 
Some years ago, before your birth, I dedicated an essay to your sister entitled William Morris: Art and Life.  After 
hearing a radio dramatization of Morris’ Utopian Romance Novel: News From Nowhere, I became enamoured of 
Morris’ work, studied it for several years and composed the Art & Life paper in an attempt to grapple with the 
structural flaws of society at the turn of the twentieth century.  I think much of what Morris described of 
nineteenth and prescribed for twentieth century western civilization was cogent and prescient for the twentieth 
and twenty-first centuries.  In my previous essay I strove to put his clarity of vision to paper in a concise and 
modern format.  I hope that essay helps your sister and you understand my view of a better society.  You will 
form your own conviction, I hope mine will aid you in forming your beliefs. 

Nearly a decade after writing Art and Life, I have found that problems I have had to face as an adult left me 
yearning for some guidance in approaching middle age.  I cannot say that at an age just over forty I have mastered 
any single field of knowledge to the point of celebrity or gained some especially deep insight into how to achieve a 
stable state of emotional well-being.  In some ways life leads you, I think it is the way you approach the journey 
that matters.  A sense of caution, empathy and open-mindedness can go a long way to enriching your life in many 
important ways.  Much of what I learned through my formal education and osmosis as a young adult in America 
left me largely without compass as to how to “succeed” in a consumer culture at the point when half of my 
expected lifespan was complete.  What I do know is that what I experienced growing up in the home of an artist 
and saw in the ideas of Morris strikes me as more valuable each day.  The words below are an attempt to deal 
with the personal as opposed to the social and an attempt to offer you what little insight I have gained through my 
collective experience entering adulthood.  I trust you will understand this essay was written for your sister as well 
as you and that Art & Life was written for you also, and that sharing ideas with others has truly been the leading 
passion of my life.  I hope that both of you will gain some valuable insight into how to live your life by 
understanding my thoughts a little better. 

Since entertaining the idea of fatherhood I have spent much time wondering and worrying about what kind of a 
world you will inherit.  The world, as it stands, is fraught with basic problems I thought in my youth would be 
solved by the beneficent nature and inherent abilities of human kind.  By the time you were born Michael, I had 
lost the faith I long held in the collective human race as a beneficent force.  The depravities of the human 
condition and our species’ fundamental indifference and sense of impunity seem only to worsen as I age.  I know 
not how to right these wrongs through my actions alone.  I draw comfort through the knowledge that the French 
Revolution occurred and it effected real and lasting change throughout the world and that there are many who 
are truly egalitarian in nature.  We are a social species and it is through our sense of collective responsibility and 
awareness of our effect on those around us that we do our most meaningful work. 

I was raised amongst humanists who believed in universal rights, class equality, the erasure of racial prejudice.  
They struggled to establish the essential role of human dignity in the formation of society and opposed the tyranny 
of all forms of oppression.  Your grandparents were bold people unafraid to speak truths; their lives, their legacies 
and their heroes are worthy of admiration.  They led me to the work of Rousseau, Debs, Guthrie, King and their 
kindred spirits who became the idols of the “spiritual awakening” of my adolescence.   
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For a long time I lost the trail of peers from the legacy I inherited from my ideological forefathers.  Theirs was a 
paradigm-shifting struggle for human equality.  I have joined many groups and supported many causes but it 
seemed to me that as I matured the important goals were splintered into thousands of tiny myopic movements. 
We struggle to conserve this or stop that, often truly important essential work, but we as a people have lost sight 
of the overarching goal of saving us from ourselves and ceasing the destruction of all that truly sustains us.  I’m not 
sure if there now is a movement to form a new social construct that limits our ability to do damage to each other 
and the ecosystem we inhabit.  I fear that the struggle of progressives has changed from the perspective of 
humanists to the drive of individualists, nationalists and what my father would call cause fighters.  In any event, I 
have failed to find or become a part of a larger community of progressive social change and have relied on my 
formal and self-education as well as the support of those I love to navigate life’s course.   

What I learned through my formal education dealt with accumulating - i.e. “useful knowledge,” (knowing how to 
use a software program); wealth (savings accounts, investments, real estate); security (getting a job with tenure, 
medical benefits and a good retirement plan); a family (spouse and kids) and friendships (people to party with).  
Well, much of my knowledge and many of the skills I acquired became obsolete as technology progressed and 
society changed in an alarming ways.  Technology advanced rapidly, often solely for the sake of novelty, “growth” 
or profit and produced profligate waste. The wealth my parents and I accumulated went to service every-day 
expenses that rose at a rate much faster than income, and though your mother and I have both worked very hard 
and received good incomes we always felt a bit behind financially and that we would one-day “catch up.”  I 
eventually achieved a sense of security at my place of tenure and in many ways I no longer wanted the position, 
technology had changed its very nature.  When I moved on to teaching the meaning of Art, many students who 
sought only a lucrative or Lackadaisical career were disinterested or openly hostile to progressive ideas with 
intellectual depth.  For some time I yearned to escape my secure position to some more fulfilling role in life.  
Around the same time my parents fell into ill health, eventually lost their faculties and couldn’t offer advice on how 
to cope with the increasing responsibilities of adulthood.  I moved away from my sister to follow my career and 
found she had her own issues to deal with so we remained friendly but drifted apart in important ways.  Most 
other family members I came to barely know.  Friends are scattered about, stressed by the economic and familial 
responsibilities of their own lives and the time we have together now is truly joyful but far too short.  So as a first 
principle I suggest you build a healthy extended family, they need not be relatives in the traditional sense but loved 
ones in that you accept them for who they are, believe in their worth and they feel the same way about you.  You 
have many of these people in your lives already keep them and their memories close as you widen and evolve the 
community of peers that represents “home.” 

Try to unlearn as much of what our consumer culture will teach you as you can.  To stay afloat in a sea of 
perpetual technological change, voracious market economy and a culture of personal gain above community 
support that I now find myself submerged in is a mean task.  I think those better able to swim in such waters suffer 
their emotional emptiness as well.  America is a vast nation of drug and alcohol abusing, anti-depression pill 
swallowing endless therapy enduring, cosmetic and restorative surgery seeking overeaters.  Essential health 
through time with loved ones and being active outdoors is not a cultural priority so we seem to be declining as a 
species. I once heard a wise-man say that the only difference between the suffering of the rich and poor is that the 
rich suffer comfortably and the poor uncomfortably; the suffering is the same.  I believe we can all achieve 
comfort, an atmosphere of opulence or simplicity is a choice not a necessity.  Technology, medicine and personal 
wealth often do not alleviate suffering.  Though I am comfortable in many important ways and have experienced 
great beauty and profound love, I have spent many years unhappy trying to achieve what social norms dictate I 
should achieve.  I think I understand the sources of my sorrow and can put them in perspective.  

My sorrows have most often been formed by the structural forces that construct the framework of the society we 
inhabit – to put it succinctly: having to continually prove one’s right to exist has been a soul draining enterprise.  
The fundamental strength of our kind has been turned on its head by modern capitalism to the great detriment of 
so many - we all need to recognize and support the right of each other to exist and that extends well beyond our 
own species.  I have heard it said that to go fast, we may go alone, to go far we must go together. 
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I do not want you and your sister to suffer some of the confusion I have as I have aged.  After much reflection I 
have come to think the following six things are essential to emotional well-being, not necessarily in this order or in 
equal parts, that changes with time, but these things - are at the core of human happiness:   

Love • Art • Food • Celebration • Recreation • Nature 

I will do my best to describe what I mean by these terms as I have come to understand them: 

Love:   

You will find that love is a word much over used and little understood.  It is not until you have made great 
sacrifices for someone or something else and / or have children that you will begin to understand the real meaning 
of love.  Such an understanding is rooted in the concept of selflessness.  Love is the ability to make sacrifices of 
your own needs, within the limit of giving up your identity, to aid another or a cause in his / her / its progress.  
Love is empathy, compassion, yearning for a common goal, feeling and trying to stop the suffering of others.  
These concepts are the love you give and the love you receive.  Life is unbearable without love.  Many an 
individual had no wants for anything save love and has been driven to madness, despair or suicide.  A lack of love 
can cause illness and even death.  With love comes loneliness.  When the object of your affection is unattainable 
or only partially requited or fulfilled you experience what is oft described as a broken heart.  I fear that the real 
cause of such loneliness is not from without but from within.  I wish I could say otherwise but ultimately in our 
deepest sense of being we are always alone.  Others will tolerate us, listen to us for a while, travel through life 
with us and love us for a time but they can never be within us.  Despite all the time spent together they never 
truly understand our passions, our innermost thoughts, our dreams and desires.  They have their own passions, 
thoughts, dreams and desires and we do not truly understand them.  This dilemma is all the more reason for us to 
be as compassionate and loving as we are able.  To be able to fulfill any of our own yearnings we need to create 
and exist in a community of goodwill, not a culture of the self, the family, the tribe, the region, the nation, etc.  We 
as a species need to support others and have them support us, to support each other for our emotional and 
physical well-being.  

When you are told the world does not owe you “a living” that is a lie!  If not for the social bonds and units we 
form as humans we would perish shortly after birth.  Everything you experience, from your first moment of 
consciousness to your dying breath, is presented to you by alternately, a loving, disinterested or hostile 
community.  It may be solely the bond of mother and child, it may be extended family, or a larger social construct 
into which you are introduced but that community affords you “a living” or it does not.  It is only the scope or lack 
of love that separates one individual or one community from another.  The ties of family, tribe, religion, region, 
nation or allies may extend or limit the acceptance of others and degree of love, but the limits are artificial and 
borne of fear.  Every child born is owed a living by the world into which he or she has been born. “a living” has 
nothing to do with money and everything to do with the process of enjoying life as it is lived. 

I have made some mistakes in my relationships with relatives and friends, career choices and behavior your 
mother and grandmother had to endure.  I was always honest and loving to those around me.  Having had little 
guidance in some important decisions I have been driven to profound anxiety, frustration and despair.  Stay 
focused on your loved ones and your love of the earth, stay rooted in a community that you value and make 
simple decisions if you can.  Try to not let money, a career or the accumulation of things drive your actions.  Do 
not let yourself be abused or taken in by false friends but build your sense of security in those around you not in 
an organization or institution. 

Before I move on I want to make mention of sex because it is often confused with or bound up in love and can 
produce emotional upheavals in one’s life from heartbreak, shame, disgust and fear to brief but unmatched feelings 
of euphoria.  At its greatest moments sex produces feelings that equal that of mutual love in emotional strength 
but not in duration.  I have heard it said that there is no such thing as bad sex but I have found that to be untrue.   
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Sex can only be fully enjoyed when it is consensual, mutual, uninhibited, exploratory, creative and passionate.  Sex 
is not love but it can be an expression of it.  If you strive to forgo your own pleasure to bring about the true joy 
and release of your partner, sex can rise to the level of lovemaking.  In our culture sex has often been reduced to 
an individual pleasure with the object of the act of sex being the use of another as an object.  Most pornography 
tries to fill the void in our psyche where loneliness resides by pushing our fantasies to the limits of what a sex 
object will do for us.  Far more fulfilling is the real experience of selfless lovemaking.  When you make love a 
synergy occurs that enables you to experience the passion and creativity of sex mutually and in unison.  The 
reward is a feeling of fulfillment, warmth and joy that, though brief, is a great solace to the loneliness that resides in 
all of us.   

I once heard a wise woman rephrase the concept of an injury to one is an injury to all.  The way she phrased it, 
we need to look at all members of the human race as elements of our own body, each time we harm any other 
member of our species we are injuring ourselves.  If we soil their water we soil our own.  We cannot love 
ourselves without loving them also.  I hope that you find a place in your understanding of the world in which you 
live to hold real empathy and compassion for others and the natural environment in which we all must live.  Be 
sure to love your sister, your cousins, your friends, your community and the world in which you live.  Love the 
ecosystem as if it was an extension of your own body.  Live honestly, open your heart to people, live generously, 
put down roots and develop lasting, meaningful, reciprocal relationships with those around you and the 
environment in which you live.  The act of doing something with love as your primary motivation can provide you 
with a life of much emotional fulfillment. 

Art:  

Art is the expression of our humanity. Writing, dancing, singing, playing music, drawing, painting, cooking, sewing, 
building are things that some force within us drives us to do, some say these things make us uniquely human.  
There are physical, emotional and intellectual needs that shape our creations but in times of great plenty and times 
of great need we as a species create - we cannot help ourselves.  We adorn our atmosphere and our bodies, 
shape them through controlling sound, motion, light, color, smell, taste.  We transform the environment around us 
to suit our needs and desires.  When the environment is transformed with the type of openhearted love for 
human kind and nature described above the results are profoundly uplifting.  When our creative drive is channeled 
into a drive for technological supremacy and personal gain the results are destructive to human communities and 
our ecosystem.  These concepts were a great inspiration to me. I studied architects, artists and designers who 
explored the aesthetic environments we create and the role they play in uplifting humanity.  Kongjian Yu, John 
Todd, Buckminster Fuller, Frank Lloyd Wright, Charles Rennie Macintosh, as well as William Morris and John 
Ruskin are some of my mentors and I set out to be a teacher who would expose these ideas to others in my 
small effort to help create a better world.  I yearned to teach people the theories and skills that would improve 
the design and fabric of the built environment.  During my college education the field of Industrial Arts, what I still 
see as the essential components of how we form our material world, was transformed in school curriculums into 
Technology Education.  I felt this new field was driven more by a market understanding of consumer need than by 
the philosophical underpinnings of Art as I describe it above or in the Art and Life essay.  I was right.  As Ruskin 
and Morris predicted, nearly all forms of art and design have been reduced to products for a market driven, credit-
based consumer culture.  As a culture we have become more edgy and strive to explore the limits of technology, 
power, anger, pain, grief, hunger, despair and fear through our art.  Our films and video games have often become 
grotesqueries.  We abstract elements of human achievement, emotions, and intellect, expand them beyond 
reasonable proportions and say look what we can do!  The real strength of art is not its abilities for their own sake 
but toward the end of making life more comfortable, more sustainable, more emotionally and intellectually 
uplifting for all of us. 

I have spent most of your youth trying to transform our own immediate living environment, our house(s) into an 
aesthetic setting that fuses art, craft and design with love for our family.  I have made some progress but the task 
has been daunting due to life’s capriciousness and other responsibilities.  I have had to quit much of my initial work  
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both inside our home and in the garden because time and or money was not sufficient to see the work through.  I 
know my ideals were noble and aesthetically driven, not crass and materialistic, but economic constraints have left 
projects unfinished and your needs for beauty, community and leisure somewhat wanting.  I am sorry for that.  I 
truly wished to build a uniquely inspiring setting for your youth, I hope you have gained much of what I hoped to 
impart from my efforts and from seeing the process of design unfold before you. 
 
Take time throughout your life to write, dance, sing, play music, draw, paint cook sew and build.  I expect it will be 
hard to find time to do so because the economy in which we live values all those acts as commodities only.  They 
are not commodities they are expressions of your humanity.  When you complete an act of creation you will feel 
a special kind of joy, of satisfaction, of love.  Knowing you have done something well that is a gift from you to the 
world is a great reward.  Money is only important because in human culture as we have constructed it, to date, it 
will allow you to survive and create more but it is the act of creation itself that brings you joy. 

Food: 

It may seem funny that I have singled out food as a category unto itself given that I mention cooking above, but 
food is the only art form that informs every aspect of your existence.  I have heard it said that every seven years 
your body is composed of entirely new cells.  DNA provides the map of your identity, food the fuel for it.  Take 
what you eat seriously!  Our culture has reduced food to a commodity that overemphasizes our natural 
predilections – sweet, salty, fatty.  Most anything you can buy in a convenience store or at a fast food restaurant is 
a gross exaggeration of one or more of these elements of taste and is physically unhealthy.   Food at its best is 
fresh, slowly made, subtle, seductive, and sublime.  I know only one cuisine with any depth, Italian (because I spent 
a semester in Italy) and I offer two examples of what I mean.  Any cuisine could provide examples, for as I state 
above, cooking is an art form inherent to humans but I will use the tomato and wine as my examples.  The 
ancients believed that our world was created of four elements, earth, air, water and fire.  These are the elements 
that nurture the tomato and all other foods.  I am told the tomato was indigenous to the Americas and brought 
back to Europe by explorers, no matter, it is what the Italians did with the tomato that I know.   

The tomato off the vine rooted in living soil has had months of being succored by the earths’ minerals and 
organisms, has been quenched by rain, cleansed by the air and fed warmth by the sun.  When ripened and picked 
its skin is clean, bright and earthy.  A tomato can be eaten as a fruit.  With each bite you can slake your thirst with 
its abundance of sweet salt water, taste the subtleties of the salts and minerals fed to it by the soil, feel the 
pockets of fresh sweet air puffed into its flesh and the crisp thin leather of its sun warmed skin.  If done at a 
moderate pace eating a fresh tomato off the vine can be an elemental experience.  When cooked lightly the 
tomato softens and becomes a delicate, malleable, light sauce to accompany many other foods.  It’s uses and 
possibilities for accompaniment appear in countless Italian dishes and many other cuisines. 

The grape is formed by nature through a similar elemental process and off the vine its first attraction is the 
sweetness of its waters.  But crushed and left to ferment its sugar mellows, and combines with the salt and 
minerals of its skin and vine.  When properly done, wine provides a light, fresh, well balanced combination of 
sweet, salt and water that compliments any meal.  If consumed in moderation (2-3 glasses with food) wine 
releases us from our inhibitions, softens our angst and opens up our lighthearted, talkative generous side.   

Food does not begin at grocery store or the stove; it begins in the rich living soil of the garden.  Our culture has 
turned food into a commodity.  Produce is now mass-produced in soil reduced to an inert medium meant solely 
to contain plants in watered down petrochemical fertilizers, in plastic troughs or on floating rafts fed synthetic 
nutrients and light.  Most of us never feel we can afford the time to garden but it is as essential to our emotional 
well-being and health, as is love and art.  I have heard that gardeners live longer and it is no wonder because 
gardening cannot be done in haste.  You have to take your time, get close to the earth, sink your hands into it, 
provide water to its’ organisms, feed it with table scraps and plant clippings and it will reward you with robust 
plants and bountiful produce.  Plants, like children, must be nurtured, they need the elements of earth, water, air 
and fire.  Plants must be protected from too much or too little soil, water, wind or sun and pests as well.  
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Gardening is intellectually challenging; time consuming, invigorating physical work but a crop of healthy, tasty 
produce if you put your mind and body into it is an act of love for your body and the bodies of others. 

I am sorry you and your sister were not able to spend your formative years in an environment steeped in the 
wonderful aesthetics of daily gardening and cooking as a family.  I have done the best I knew how to in a society I 
found hostile to the art of living, driven by an insatiable thirst for technological change and economic gain.  I found 
little time for gardening and cooking in the manner I describe above, but I hope I have helped you experience 
these joys in some small way – pursue them and your life will be truly enriched. 

If the art of food begins in the garden, it is at the cutting board and then the stove, where the curation of a meal 
commences.  At its best cooking involves your intellect, patience, subtlety, modesty, physical skill and love.  There 
are many cookbooks written by people who as children absorbed the art and love of cooking in their homes.  
You can find them for any cuisine and when you cook a meal, add your modest creativity - share it, and you can 
experience the selflessness, the joy, the art, the love that food can be.   

Celebration:  

Humans are social beings.  When we are reduced to a life of solitary confinement it does us great emotional 
harm.  Almost subconsciously we are drawn to group activities and to the celebration of each other’s 
achievements.  The publication of a book is a celebration, as is a recital, a concert, an art opening or a dinner 
party.  At perhaps the most meaningful celebrations, food and the warmth of a home are at the center of our 
heightened perceptions. 

It is important to make each meal a small celebration of the food itself.  The cook(s), the host(s), the cutlery, the 
napery, the pottery, glassware, the weather, the time of year, the camaraderie, the love exhibited in the making of 
each of these things and the uplifting effect they have upon our soul need to be celebrated.  Dining out is a 
celebration of the ambiance of the restaurant, the freshness and skillful preparation of the food, the beauty of its 
presentation with the aesthetic sensibility of the dinnerware, the courteousness of the service and the pleasure of 
the company.  You should no more eat junk food, use plastic tableware and paper napkins on a fiberglass tray 
than you would take a rubber lover.  It may give you a quick gratification, sate your appetite but you are left with a 
hollow, unsatisfying, guilty, deprived feeling of bloated disgust soon after.  The artificial cannot contain any love for 
you; there was no joy, no art and little if any skill in its making or consumption.  

Political rallies, elections and meetings when done right are delightful celebrations.  I have in my career as a 
professor sat through countless meetings with nothing to eat or drink of any value and left with only the 
understanding that my colleagues truly did not know how to live or fully share in life’s joys.  I could scarce 
concentrate due to the deprivation of my body and spirit and the boredom of my mind.  Industrially produced, 
unhealthy candies or baked goods were occasionally on offer.  Are humans meant to live thus, is there any 
meaningful reason that we can’t make each occasion we congregate more joyous through our concern for the 
comfort of others?  Can’t we cook a meal together and share conversation over and after a healthful meal?  
Mostly I am told “its too expensive!”  It’s expensive indeed if we are to ask those around us to live a life of 
deprivation.  We need not make any occasion over decorous but we must make all occasions worthy of the time 
spent at them.  Life is fleeting and most often ends abruptly.  Let’s not waste our time with scrimping and saving 
for some future state occasion where we employ servants to nourish us, when we can celebrate each day each 
time together that is given to us.  I don’t see monarchs, presidents, prime ministers, generals, commissioners, 
celebrities and executives sparing any expense toward the pleasure of their days and the celebration of their 
successes.  Why should we deprive the many to fawn on the few? 

Laughter is a celebration of the folly of being human.  Through laughter we can see ourselves through a mirror, 
laugh at our weaknesses, recognize ourselves in the foolishness of others and relieve the weight of our loneliness 
through the joy of understanding each other.  Laugh often - it is a powerful medicine in the face of adversity.  You 
either laugh or cry so you might as well laugh.  Your laughter will release a strength in you that is transmitted to 
those around you. 
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I have always loved to throw a party.  The preparation for the comfort of my guests, the knowledge that they will 
have good food, good wine and good company gives me great satisfaction.  One of the many reasons that I chose 
to open a gallery is because of the role opening receptions play in the success of the enterprise.  They are a 
celebration of the work exhibited and a message of goodwill toward the community.  They are open to all and 
the refreshments are free for the asking.  I always enjoyed attending my father’s opening receptions and I hope 
they play the same role in your outlook on life that they played in mine. 

One thing I have tried to do is steep your youth in the celebration of holidays, not for their religious significance, 
or spiritual meaning but for their homage to cultural tradition, to family ties, to ceremonial meals, and recreation.  I 
have the fondest memories of the many holidays I have shared with your grandparents.  I hope you take time 
throughout your life to stop the normal course of your day-to-day existence and enjoy the holiday traditions 
passed on to you.  Try not to give any of them up and create new ones that are annual celebratory events for 
your circle of loved ones. 

It is my firm conviction that when we are at death’s door and we cast our mind over our achievements it will be 
the celebrations we remember most vividly.  The holidays, parties, time spent with loved ones, sharing food and 
conversation and the warmth of good company that will stand out to us as most worthy of remembering.  
Whatever successes you achieve, whatever endeavors you undertake celebrate them.  Share them with a 
community of loved ones.  Cook, eat, drink and make merriment, these will be the best times of your life.  

Recreation:  

E dolce, fare niente.  It is sweet to do nothing.  This is an Italian phrase that captures the very essence of 
recreation.  Don’t let the word nothing confuse you.  We human beings are incapable of doing “nothing,” even in 
our sleep our minds are active, sorting out the events of our lives.  But beyond work that is done toward some 
practical end, there is the pleasure of enjoying ourselves by allowing our thoughts to wander, enjoying the 
company of others “for the hell of it”, stopping our day to day activities to rest our mind and take in the 
surroundings.  Whether it is enjoying a cup of coffee or a glass of wine at a café, playing a leisurely game of cards, 
wandering aimlessly, lying on the beach listening to the waves and soaking up the sun, traveling to a new place to 
enjoy the new sights and sounds, swimming in the ocean, reading a good work of poetry or fiction, seeing a play, 
going to a concert, watching a movie, sitting back and soaking up the sights and sounds of the environment around 
us, or allowing yourself to drift off softly into a warm dream-filled nap, our bodies need times of leisure and 
recreation.  The definition of the word recreate: (according to Webster) “to restore, refresh, create anew: to put 
fresh life into; refresh or restore in body or mind, esp. after work, by play, amusement or relaxation” speaks clearly 
to our physical and emotional need for recreation.  

Make sure you take time to recreate, make it a priority in your life.  Those who do, like surfers, amateur fishermen, 
runners, etc. definitely get more joy and emotional stability in their lives.  It is hard to balance the need for 
recreation with work, family, and life’s other responsibilities but I think it is most important to try to make 
recreation in all its forms a constant priority.  As you age your enjoyment of life as you live it, and your improved 
physical health will outweigh any benefit you attain through excessive work at a career and the accumulation of 
things.  I have known many people who put off recreation until retirement only to find their bodies were racked 
with pain and they found themselves unable to do what they had long wanted to-do but put off.  Our culture 
celebrates recreation only as a reward for wealth in an effort to sell you the time, the place and tools you will 
think you need to recreate.  We expect people to work six days a week, ten hours a day and stores to be open 
seven days a week nearly twenty-four hours a day.  Recreation in our culture is meant to be saved for a week or 
two of vacation when you are called upon to spend your savings or accumulate more debt in an all expense paid 
visit to fantasyville-vacationland where all your needs and wants can be purchased on a credit card. 

There was a time in my young adulthood when I achieved a good balance of work and leisure and I have truly 
lived life to the fullest. My only special equipment was a good pair of running shoes, or hiking boots and 
comfortable old clothes. That is how I know the value of this sense of balance.  Much of the unhappiness I have 
experienced in my career as a professor was because in my drive to succeed in the eyes of a University 
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administration I threw myself into my work and discarded my regular forms of recreation and leisure.  I thrive 
when running, walking, resting on the beach, having time to cook, create, garden, hike, nap, and make love.  I am 
fed intellectually by having time to read, see films, attend plays and concerts, to create music, and travel to new 
places.  I gave up these things in varying degrees at different times in a constant experiment to try and achieve 
academic and financial security and was perpetually frustrated by the struggle to find a balance between work and 
leisure.  I worked harder, arrived earlier, stayed later and used red wine and sleep as my primary forms of therapy.  
I did this because I had trouble coping with a mercurial and truly insurmountable set of institutional responsibilities.  
I spent too little time with you and your sister.  I have become depressed angry, frustrated, out of shape (in my 
thirties I gained more than forty pounds and got a hernia from ignoring my body’s needs) and ended up being 
disliked by students and despising my job.  I think a large part of that state of affairs was because I lacked the 
courage to make recreation a priority in my life.  I still lack this courage to a degree, pursuing recreation, as a 
priority, seems unreasonable to many of my contemporaries.  I have friends and relatives who suffer career 
conditions similar to mine, throw themselves into their work like I did, for longer than I did and have ended up 
obese, diabetic, with heart problems, joint problems, anxiety attacks and many other maladies.  I have other 
friends that make leisure a priority in their lives and they fare far better off if less materially wealthy. 

There is a real link between recreation, fitness and good mental health.  The human body is truly beautiful when it 
is fit.  It moves with grace, has quick reflexes, great strength and tremendous elasticity.  The size, shape, coloring 
and proportions of a person are not as important as the degree to which you can see the structure, form and 
musculature of their body.  The benefits of staying fit are not only aesthetic they are psychologically and physically 
medicinal.  Our bones and organs are only able to process so much intake of sugar, salt and fat and sustain so 
much weight.  When we gain too many extra pounds we throw off a delicate balance that when not optimal 
affects both our emotional and physical strength, our well-being.   

I had hoped that through success and tenure in my career I would be able to afford the time to grow, harvest, 
cook, build, run, hike, play, read, attend, and travel with you both on a regular basis.  Despite what I consider my 
best efforts I found I could not always do so, and fulfill my other adult responsibilities.  I don’t know if a flaw in my 
character, some weakness of judgement or the vagaries of a work obsessed culture prevent me from loving, 
creating and recreating with you as much as I would like.  I do know that many others I know are in the same 
circumstance.  Please know that it is my great desire to be able to share as many moments of pure creativity and 
leisure with you as I can.  I am profoundly sorry I have not and do not spend more time with you at play.  Now 
past middle age, I am still struggling to find a sense of balance between career family obligations, personal time to 
create and recreate and time to “fare niente” with you. 

As you mature be sure to get out in the fresh air, take a vigorous walk or run, work the land, use your body to its 
best ability pursuing the things that make life important and you will find you will be able to accomplish physically 
challenging tasks when you have to without suffering emotional and physical strain.  Do the same thing with your 
mind, read books, watch films, go to plays, movies and concerts, play games, sit back and take in the sights and you 
will process information better, your mind as well as your body will be nimble and spry. 

Nature:  

Nature is the source!  The great cathedral of the earth, air, sun and sea are an infinite realm of journey, 
investigation and discovery.  I have always felt that time spent in nature is time well spent regardless of the 
weather - sun, stars, rain, wind or snow.  When you spend a prolonged period of time outdoors there is a 
freshness and excitement that pervades your body.  You may be physically tired but when you play and rest in 
nature you are truly refreshed. 

Nature is the grand designer.  All elements and actions of the universe are products of nature.  We humans are 
part of a complex interconnected network in which one part can only be realistically seen as part of the whole.  
For the most part our culture only places instrumental value on nature.  We view the natural world as a tool, 
resource or matter to be adapted and utilized for our own exploitive purposes.  A realistic understanding of 
nature must be based on an understanding of the web-like structure of our natural world.  A global society 
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incorporating synergistic and communal practices toward nature and fellow humans, is the only real means toward 
reversing our current trend toward the extinction of our species.  We must be collaborators with nature.  Our 
view must be large in scope and strive to achieve a sense of proportion between the actions of humans and our 
effect upon the environment around us.  We must exhibit a sense of concern, empathy, and compassion for the 
entities in our ecosystem with which we live. 

Humans have an inherent sense of beauty.  Throughout history we have tried to imitate the beauty of nature as 
seen through the lens of science and art.  All things humans make, are an emulation and simplification of natural 
forms, principles or events.  After all humans emanate from and exist within, as an integral part of the natural 
world.  We constantly strive to understand the natural relationships that lead to and guide our existence.  In these 
relationships we see simplicity, diversity, beauty.  Man made entities should strive to be collaborations with, rather 
than grotesque abstractions of, natural entities.  Through meta-abstraction and trying to subdue nature we have 
complicated our existence and produced unforeseen side effects.  In the running of a farm we do our best work 
when we study entire ecosystems and allow for the level of diversity that exists in undisturbed nature.  Moderate 
scale organic farms use this method and generate little unusable waste.  Large-scale factory farms produce toxic 
runoff, depleted soil, and monoculture pest prone crops.  We must limit the scope of our import and export to a 
scale that is far less wasteful of precious resources such as fossil fuels, metals and minerals.   

I have tried to live simply, think globally, act locally but my ability to control the effect of the vagaries of mass 
consumption and global corporate culture on my life, on you, has been overwhelmed by economic forces that 
shape our society and drive our purchasing habits.  At this point I really don’t know how to effect any real change, 
at a global scale, to mollify any aspect of our credit based consumer culture so I have turned my attention to our 
immediate community, our neighborhood and ultimately just our family. 

Try to live your life as simply as you can.  Do not accumulate too many things.  Focus on what is really important 
to your physical and emotional well-being, your ability to help your loved ones, and your community.  Spend as 
much time as you can in nature.  Make drawings of the things you see, take notes, travel and observe the 
differences between the many places on this remarkable planet.  Marvel at the diversity around you and how small 
and insignificant we humans really are in comparison with the longevity, the complexity, and the beauty of the 
natural world.  Don’t try to understand all of nature’s secrets, only those that help you, your loved ones, your 
community and your local environment.  Live a healthful, peaceful, thoughtful existence steeped in wonderment of 
the ecosphere that sustains you. 

Notes on Moderation and Enjoyment… 

One of the things often said by those who seek to offer emotional and or spiritual guidance is that a chief aim in 
life is to find balance.  As an adolescent and young adult you will have a tendency to try new things and want to 
try them in the extreme.  You will feel a frenzied need to do something, anything to overcome your curiosity and 
restlessness.  But by doing things in haste we often do far more damage than good to ourselves and to our loved 
ones.  Our culture supports this frenzy through mass, conspicuous consumption. Manufacturers are always rushing 
new products to market, purely for the sake of the market not because the new products are inherently better or 
improve our lives in any meaningful way. Manufacturers advertise these products in ways that promise happiness, 
emotional security and sexual power.  This is adolescent behavior on a corporate scale.  I think we live in an 
adolescent culture, enamored with youth, its resiliency and ability to endure extremes.  But I have found that all 
things are far more enjoyable in moderation and from the perspective of earned wisdom.  A little wine 
strengthens your emotions and makes you more joyful - an overabundance of wine makes you sleepy, sloppy, 
sullen and morose.  Other activities done to excess (sex and drugs and rock & roll…) leave you anxious, angry, 
frustrated, enervated and often confused.  You may experiment with dangerous recreational activities, test the 
limits of your abilities, it may be the nature of youth.  But be mindful of your body, some damage is irreparable.  
Be mindful of your loved ones, their fear for you and the emotional damage you may cause them may not be 
worth the price of a thrill, and most of all be careful to protect your ability to help others.  It is only through our 
communities that we humans stand any chance of survival.   
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I’m not sure if the world you will inherit will allow you to do so, but if you are able to live a life that achieves a 
fluid balance of love, art, food, celebration, recreation and nature, you will live a rich life.  If you can place these six 
things at the center of the decisions that affect your life I think you will encounter much more happiness than I 
have in a primarily academic life.  Adulthood, as I have experienced it, has often been burdened with too much 
individual responsibility, too small a community of love, too much time spent holding on to the trappings of 
suburban life and the elusive notion of economic security.  The ancients spoke of a balance in nurturing your mind 
body and spirit.  I think my six elements flesh out their three and express them in modern terms.   

I love you, Michael, with all of my existence, I love your sister in the same way, I wish I felt we were tied to a larger 
society of love that nurtured and supported us for who we are and that I could feel I have done something 
meaningful to support such a community.  I have at times been frustrated with myself, my career, and our culture I 
have expressed this frustration through anger, sorrow, and despair you have had to live with.  Having felt 
burdened by the necessity of struggling to survive in a market economy and taking too little time to avail myself of 
Love, Art, Food, Celebration, Recreation and Nature with you I reached a very low point around the age of forty 
and worked to put my life with you back together in ways that enabled us to enjoy life at it’s fullest.  My opening 
Artisan Gallery was an earnest attempt to build a more meaningful life for us the Ecological Culture Initiative was 
much the same at the level of Community.  More recently I afforded myself the time to lay back and really think.  
To give you some of the guidance I felt I lacked.   

All I have learned in half a natural lifespan can be reduced to the importance of Love, Art, Food, Celebration, 
Recreation and Nature.  The writings and actions of others I have loved and the joyful experiences I have had, have 
revealed these entities to me.  Among the most important revelations in the formation of my knowledge of life 
was the short but profound and loving life of the man we chose to name you after - Michael Behnan, and my 
experience in the city we named your sister after – Florence, Italy. 

Michael, get a good education but read deeply between the lines.  Live simply, artfully, laugh, enjoy yourself, and 
love those around you.  I wish you great wealth in love, Art, Food, Celebration, Recreation and Nature.  I am 
sorry if the world makes this difficult for you to achieve, but you are so very fortunate that there are many around 
you who will support you in any way that we can. 

 

My deepest love to you Michael, please share it with your sister and many others…   


